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ABSTRACT:  

Antennas are the most important basic component required to create a communication link (to 

transmit or to receive microwave signals). Microstrip antennas are the most suited for satellite, Wi-

Fi and military applications because of their low profile, light weight and low power handling 

capacity. To analyze and design in a variety of patch elements in order to obtain enhanced gain and 

bandwidth, dual band and circular polarization to even ultra-wideband operation. This paper 

provides a detailed study of the design of Micro-strip Log-Periodic Diploe Patch Antenna to 

facilitate effects of providing multiple patches with their feed point. A Log-Periodic diploe patch 

antenna is a broadband, directional, multi-element narrow beam antenna. The main aim of this 

paper is to design multiple MSA to enhance the bandwidth and gain in ultra-wideband. The Micro-

strip antenna we can take different feed points and multiple patches which can be used for various 

applications. The MLPAA (Microstrip Log-Periodic Patch array Antenna) contains 6 pairs of 

parallel patch elements on both sides of the microstrip feed line which runs across the center of the 

antenna. The range of MLPAS is from 1.1-11 GHz. It can operate at X-bands (8.2 GHz). For this 

first we simulate the results in HFSS (Ansoft High Frequency Structured Simulation software) 

and then we test these results practically after designing the hardware of the MLPAA.  

 

Index Terms: 

 printed log-periodic dipole patch array antenna, Micro-strip feeding, feeding point patch. 

 
 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the deployment of the mobile communication in fourth generation (4G) has been 

concluded, so that antenna design engineers to analysis and development of the fifth generation (5G) 

mobile and wireless communication. The various methods to analyze the of multi-element patch array 

antenna, which might develop the transverse aperture and further enhance the gain of the antenna. LOG 
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periodic dipole patch array (LPDPA) antenna accomplishes high directivity in a very wide frequency 

range. Recent days widely used in many different types of applications both in communication sectors 

and industry needs. The log-periodic dipole patch antenna (LPDPA) has been invented for wideband 

application with suitable bandwidth and gain response. Using only one MLPAA antenna for many 

communication channel systems for desired various applications such as Bluetooth, GPS, WLAN, UWB, 

Wi-Fi etc. Even though, it is not easy to acquire an antenna parameters the desired specifications because 

of feed line and antenna impedance mismatches easily represent the wideband characteristics. For their 

effective usage of antenna bandwidth performance characteristics are considered necessary to be better 

and their sizes must be reduced. A number of review reports [1,2] have mention the types of feed line 

methods including micro-strip feed line, perforated feeding, and aperture coupled feeding, and embedded 

coplanar feed logarithmic periodic micro-strip antenna for enhanced impedance bandwidths, with log-

period micro-strip antennas performance excessive potential. The MLPAA antenna with gain 

improvement was achieved by design and installing no of patch antennas and feed lines with low 

dielectric constant [3] to focus the incident divergent energy in the desired direction. Nevertheless, the 

cost and the fabrication complexity were increased and the application was limited by the non-planar 

structure of the antenna. The antenna consists of a Micro-strip-line feed impedance was 50-Ω, a truncated 

ground plane, an integrated balun, and a printed patch antenna. 

1.  ANTENNA DESIGN AND CHARACTERISTIC 

The performance of Log Periodic Micro-strip patch Array antenna (LPMAA) essentially 

determined by Width, length, and space between patch antenna elements, interleave factor (σ), and 

geometry constant (τ).  Antenna Bandwidth, gain and radiation pattern are governed by these parameters. 

This paper work represents to analysis of six pair element MLPAA antenna using FR4 substrate ( r = 4.4 

and width h = 0.7 mm) [6].The design structure was very close to a wire strip line MLPAA. The standard 

approach to design the Log periodic antenna can be used [5], along with various antenna parameters. The 

property of antenna is mainly determined by parameters; the scale factor (τ), spacing factor (σ) and 

number of patch antenna N. All the adjacent patch antenna elements are printed on one sides of micro 

strip substrate, in another side printed ground structure. The fed with coaxial cable at lower end using 50 

Ω SMA connector. The effective dielectric constant (εeff) of Microstrip is calculated by the relation 

between dielectric height (h) and width (W). 
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The complete antenna describe the geometry of MLPAA, where L1, L2. . .L6 are lengths of strip 

element, W1, W2,. . ...W12 are widths, l1, l2….l12 of micro-strip patch antenna, D1, D2... D5 are center 

to center spacing between strip elements. Ws is width of strip line. The proper design analysis of the 

array antenna layout, micro-strip patch antenna elements of upper layer on the FR4 dielectric and the 

lower layer denoted as ground structure. The features of the LPMA antenna grow by a constant geometric 

multiple elements. As result of all the elements growing by a constant multiple then the ratios of the 

logarithm value will be constant. The definition of the factor σ it is possible to the relationship between 

the sizes and spacing of the different micro-strip elements. 

 

Fig: 1. Geometry of printed Log Periodic Micro-strip patch Array antenna. 

        TABLE 1: KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS. 

Parameters Value 

Width of parallel strip line, D 1.1 mm 

Feed length, 6.146 mm 

Effective dielectric constant, 

      

4.4 

 

Length of largest micro-strip line,    

Lmax 
6.650 mm 

Length of smallest micro-strip 

line, Lmin 
0.649 mm 
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Number of Patch array antenna, N 12 

Width of the Patch antenna W 0.631mm 

Length of the Patch antenna l  0.9128 mm 

 

 The LPMAA antenna having the radiating elements, the micro-strip feed lines are usually photo 

etched on the dielectric substrate. The radiating patch may be square, rectangular, thin strip (dipole), 

circular, elliptical, triangular or any other configuration.  

2. GEOMETRY OF MICRO-STRIP PATCH ANTENNA AND PARALLEL 

STRIP LINE 

Microstrip patch antenna is the basic element of the planned (LPMAA). The Antenna resonant 

behavior is mention by assuming it to be a magnetic wall cavity. Each Patch antenna with particular 

width, W and length L can be represented by a parallel resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 2.The input 

impedance of antenna patch element Zin for operating frequencies near resonance.  

 

Fig. 2. Equivalent of patch Antenna 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To validate the results obtained from simulation, a prototype of proposed LPMAA antenna is 

developed in a high frequency laboratory using a simple FR4 substrate and the results for reflection 

coefficient |S11| dB is observed through a HFSS Software simulation Reflection coefficient of simulated 

and measured (MLPAA) antenna is plotted in Fig.4. It is observed and analyzed that antenna covers the 

useful frequency range of from (5.1–11.7 GHz) with resonant frequency of 8.2 GHz. Measured and a 

simulated result are matched satisfactorily. The feed line techniques is essential for the any 

communication antenna [9]. It is an important fundamental task because performance of antenna is 

affected reasonably by this. The feed line has been optimized by „trial and test method‟ and analyze the 

feed line methods for suitable connectors.  .In this proposed antenna has been fed by SMA connector 

through the edge. 
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Fig: 3. Hardware structure of the Log Periodic Micro-strip patch Array antenna (LPMAA) 
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Fig: 4. Measured and simulated results of Reflection Coefficient |S11 | (dB). 

 

 

Fig: 5. Simulated and measured radiation pattern 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 6 Simulated and measured radiation pattern          Fig: 7. Simulated and observed 3D              

Polarization radiation pattern. 

The simulated and observed radiation pattern of the proposed antenna is shown in Figs. 

5and 6, at different types of frequencies ranges in 5.1 to 11.7 GHz. E and H field radiation 
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pattern for directivity (dB), and observed 3D Polarization radiation pattern at these resonant 

frequencies. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a Log Periodic Micro-strip patch Array antenna LPMAA design and 

analyzed based on geometrical antenna parameter difference for attainment of desired resonant 

frequency, gain, Radiation pattern and operating bandwidth. Variations of scale factor, spacing 

between patch array antenna and various feed length analyzed for different values parameters. A 

analysis of proposed LPMAA antenna has been achieved by using HFSS simulator software. Log 

periodic array antenna is verified for various parameter values. The equivalent circuit of the 

antenna is developed to give physical understanding of the structure. Geometry of micro-strip 

patch element and parallel strip line has been used for feed line methods considered as lumped 

circuit elements. Further, the validity of simulation has been tested by developing a prototype of 

LPMAA and verified through different measurements. Hence proposed LPMAA antenna is 

suitable for wireless applications in UWB, including WLAN applications at 5.1 to 11.7 GHz 

band. Detailed analysis using parametric variations may be helpful in optimization of antenna in 

terms of size, bandwidth and gain. 
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